HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA
NOTICE PAPER
Monday 2 December, 2019 – Friday 6 December, 2019

1. Monday 2 December, 2019

Committee Meetings:
Plan of Legislative Business of the House and Committees for the Week.

House in Committees

2. Tuesday 3 December, 2019

1. Bills:

   1. A Bill for an Act to Provide for Establishment of Federal College of Agriculture, Kirikasamma, Jigawa State, to Provide full-time Courses, Teaching, Instructions and Training in Agriculture and carry out its due Administration and Management; and for Related Matters (HB. 382) (Hon. Abubakar Hassan Fulata) – Second Reading.


2. Motions:


1. **Monday 2 December, 2019 – Friday 6 December, 2019**

   No. 18

2. **Extension of Agricultural Support Service to Mallam Madori/Kaugama Federal Constituency of Jigawa State:**
   Hon. Abubakar Makki Yalleman.

3. **Need to Establish More Roadside Clinics and Improve the Facilities of the existing Roadside Clinics Provided for the Federal Road Safety Act:**
   Hon. Akinola Adekunle Alabi.

4. **Holistic Review of Agreements between Oil Companies in Nigeria and Host Communities:**
   Hon. Ossai Nicholas Ossai.

5. **Need for Commercial Banks to Stop Casualization of Staff:**
   Hon. Amobi Yinusa Akintola.

6. **Consideration of Reports:**

   (i) A Bill for an Act to Amend the Institute of Chartered Chemists of Nigeria (ICCON) Act, Cap. I.112 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 to provide for the Role of the Chemists, the Regulation of Practicing Fees by members of the Institute; and for Related Matters (HB180) (Hon. Muhammad Umar Jega) – (Committee of the Whole: 5/11/2019).

   (ii) A Bill for an Act to Establish the Vigilante Group of Nigeria (VGN) charged with Responsibilities to, among others, Provide Community Policing, Maintenance of Law and Order and Community Service for Nigerians; and for Related Matters (HB.437) (Hon. Abbas Tajudeen) (Committee of the Whole: 21/11/2019).

   (iii) A Bill for an Act to Provide for Establishment of the National Institute for Hospitality and Tourism for Training, Certification and Registration of Personnel in Nigeria; and for Related Matters (HB.45) (Hon. Gideon Gwani) (Committee of the Whole: 21/11/2019).

---

**Wednesday 4 December, 2019**

3.

1. **Bills:**


   2. A Bill for an Act to Establish the National Blood Service Commission to Coordinate, Regulate and ensure the Provision of Quality Blood and Blood Products; and for Related Matters (HB.181) (Hon. Abbas Tajudeen) – Second Reading.

   (iii) A Bill for an Act to Alter the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 to ensure that Appropriation Act Starts on the First Day of January of every Year; and for Related Matters (HB. 106) (Hon. Ossai Nicholas Ossai) – Second Reading.
3. **Motions:**

1. *Need to Drege and Channel the Oke-Oja Inland Waterways in Isolo:*
   Hon. Ganiyu Abiodun Johnson.

2. *Erosion Disaster in Anambra State*
   Hon. Okwudili Ezenwoko.

3. *Need to Rehabilitate the Failed Portion of Aba-Port Harcourt Road and Aba-Ikot Ekpene Road:*
   Hon. Ossey Prestige.

4. *Construction of Gulka Dam in Giade Local Government Area of Bauchi State:*
   Hon. Kanni Abubakakr Faggo:

5. *Need to Investigate the Activities of the Nigerian Social Insurance Trust Fund:*
   Hon. Waive Ejiroghene Francis.

6. *Need to Investigate the Reforms Proposed in the National Broadcasting Code by the Federal Government:*
   Hon. Solomon T. Bob.

7. *Need to Curb the Establishment of Illegal Rehabilitation Homes and End Torture Centres in Nigeria:*
   Hon. Basihiru Dawodu.

8. **Consideration of Report:**


---

4. **Thursday 5 December, 2019**

(a) **Bills:**

1. A Bill for an Act to Alter the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 to introduce the Office of the Attorney-General of the Federation etc. Distinct and Separate from Minister, etc. and for Related Matters (HB. 218) (Hon. Mohammed Tahir Monguno) – Second Reading.


(b) Motions:
1. Need to Rehabilitate Roads Destroyed by heavy and Articulated Vehicles in Ajeromi/Ife lodun Federal Constituency of Lagos State:
Hon. Kolawole Taiwo Musibau.

2. Proliferation of Military Uniform:
Hon. Bello Hassan Shinkafi.

3. Call for Remediation, Shore Protection and Canalization of all Rivers and Streams in Nigeria:
Hon. Paschal Chigozie Obi.

4. Call for Intervention of the Federal Government in the Incessant Communal Clashes in Ikwo, Local Government Area of Ebonyi State:
Hon. Chinedu Nweke Ogah.

5. Need to Investigate the Activities of Non-Governmental Organization in the North-East:
Hon. Victor Mela.

6. Need to Revie the Bilateral Air Service Agreement between Nigeria and Other Countries to develop the Aviation Sector of the Economy:
Hon. Bello Kaoje.

7. Need to Review the Subsidy Regime:
Hon. Mansur Manu Soro.

8. Call On the Federal Government to Review the Plan to Site Fifty-Six (56) Toll Gates in the South East Zone of the Country.
Hon. Chinedu Obidigwe.

9. Provision of Adequate Equipment for more Kidney Dialysis Centres at Subsidized Rates in all Federal Government Health Facilities in Nigeria:
Hon. Zannah Usman.

(c) Consideration of Report:

5. Friday 6 December, 2019
Summary/Review of Weekly Activities of Committees